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Abstract 
The struction method is a general algorithm for finding the maximum-sized stable set in an 
unweighted graph G. The Basic Algorithm is a general method for finding a maximum of 
a pseudo-Boolean function. We shall show that the struction method can be interpreted as 
a special case of the Basic Algorithm. We shall also show that this remains true when the 
vertices of graph G are given positive weights, providing a new version of struction for this case. 
This has a nice graphical interpretation in the case of claw-free graphs. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of finding the maximum stable set in an unweighted graph 
G (that is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices) and the problem of maximizing 
a pseudo-Boolean function (pBf). We consider two general algorithms to solve these 
problems: the struction method (short for stability reduction [S, 8,9]) to find the 
maximum stable set and the Basic Algorithm ([lo, 31) to maximize a pBf. While it is 
known that these two problems have a relationship [S], we shall show that the 
struction method can be interpreted as a special case of the Basic Algorithm (BA). This 
interpretation will provide a new version of struction for weighted graphs. 
The idea of the BA to find the maximum of a pBffon n variables is to find a pBff’ 
depending on n- 1 variables with maxf’=max$ Struction is a construction that 
associates with any unweighted graph G another graph G’ with cc(G’)= a(G)- 1, where 
CI stands for the maximum size of a stable set in a graph. Struction uses the relationship 
between the cited problems; i.e. given a graph G, a special pBff” is constructed such 
that maxfS = a(G). Then the operation of construction of G’ from G by struction can 
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be viewed as a simple Boolean operation on fs to obtain a pBff; such that 
max(f~)=max(_P)- 1 and max(f;)=cc(G’). We shall show that there exists another 
special pBffb constructed from the graph G with max(fb)=a(G), and applying the 
BA onfb yields a pBff’; such thatft is equal tof; + 1. We shall also show that this 
remains true if the vertices of the graph G are given positive weights, providing a new 
version of struction for this case. 
Recall that a pBffassociates with every n-tuple (x1, . . . ,x,) E (0, 1)” a real value; it 
can always be put in the form 
.f(X 1, . . ..X.)=C+ i WiT, 
i=l 
where 7’i = nj.A, Xj njeBi Xj is a term off, C is a constant, Xi = 1 -Xi, the sets Ai and Bi 
aresubsetsof{l,..., PI} with Ai n Bi = 0 and wi is a positive real number (such a pBf is 
also called a posiform). We will assume throughout the paper that every pBf is 
a posiform. The connection between pBf and stable sets is the idea of a conjlict graph. 
The conflict graph G of a pBf fis defined as a graph with p vertices, one for each term 
Ti; two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding terms have at least one variable that 
appears complemented in one of the terms and uncomplemented in the other one. To 
the vertex corresponding to the term Ti, we associate the weight wi. Conversely, given 
a graph G with positive weights on the vertices, there is at least one pBffthat has G as 
a conflict graph. 
2. The unweighted case 
In this section, we shall first describe in detail the two algorithms and then point out 
the relationship between them. .Let us first introduce some notation that will be used 
repeatedly. The vertices of a graph G will be denoted Ui (0 < i < n - 1) or simply i if no 
confusion arises. For a vertex ai N(ai) denotes the set of all vertices aj so that there is 
an edge between Ui and Uj. N * (ai) = { j 1 there is an edge between Ui and aj and 0 <j < i}. 
The maximum size (weight) of a stable set in the unweighted (weighted) graph G is 
denoted by a(G) (resp. a,(G)). The graph G’=G-a is a graph obtained from the 
graph G by deleting the vertex a and all its adjacent edges. For all the other graph 
terminology, see [2]. If y = {yI, yz, . . . , y,} is in (0, l}“, then IyI denotes the size of the 
set {ilyi= l}. For Boolean variables xi, we will occasionally need the notation xp for 
Xi= 1 -Xi and X! for Xi. 
2.1. The struction method 
Let G be a graph on n vertices. The general struction algorithm when applied to 
G = G,, generates a sequence of graphs G1 , G2, . . . such that a(Gi)=a(Gi_ I)+ 1. Let ~0 
be an arbitrary vertex of G, N(uo)= {aI, . . . ,a,} and u~+~, . . . ,u,_~ be the remaining 
vertices of G. A struction step centered at a0 produces a new graph G1 such that 
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- The vertices of Gr are up+ I, . . . , a,_ ,with “new” vertices uij (i < j <p) associated 
to all pairs i,j of nonadjacent vertices in the subgraph induced by {aI, . . . , u,}. 
- The edge-set of GI consists of all the edges of the subgraph of G induced by 
{$?,I,..., a,_ I}, all the edges linking new nodes uij and ukl when i # k, all edges 
linking aij and uik if there is an edge in G between uj and ak, and edges linking Uij to 
a, (r > p + 1) if a, was linked either to ai or aj in G. 
The struction step can also be viewed as a reduction procedure on a pBf. Letf” be 
a pBf which has G as its conflict graph. As noted in [S], one such function, depending 
on variables xI,xZ, . . . ,x,-r, is 
f”=To+ f Ti+ ‘il T,rt 
i=l i=p+l 
where TO=Xl . . . xP is associated with vertex a,,, Ti=xi njsN*(i) Xj is associated with 
vertex ai for i= 1,2, . . . , p, and Ti =xi njsw(i) J X. is associated to the vertex ai for 
i=p+ 1, . ..) n- 1. The struction step is just the repeated use of the simple identity 
(the empty product is defined to be 1) performed on S” to obtain f; =f”- 1 with 
.f”l= c Tij+ 1 Ti, 
l<i<jGp,igN(j) i=p+l 
where Tij=xixj ns<i zsni<t<j,tsN(j) 2,. 
2.2. The Basic Algorithm 
Generally speaking, the BA finds the maximum of a pBff on variables 
x0,x1,..., x, _ 1 by generating a sequence of functions f. ,fi, . . . ,fn _ 2 wherefi depends 
only on the variables Xi + 1, . . . , x,_ 1 and such that if (xg, . . . , x,*_ 1) maximizes f then 
(xi”+ 1, . . . , x,*_ 1) maximizes fi. 
The BA step works by eliminating a variable x0 as follows: Rewrite the function 
f(x o, . . . . x,_l)=xogl(xl ,..., x,_~)+~~(x~ ,..., x,_r).Thenfind Yy,(xl ,..., x,_,)such 
that Yl =gl if gr >O and Yl =0 if g1 60. As noted in [3], one such function is 
Yl(Xl, . ..rx.-1)= C max(O,sl(Y)) fl XJj, 
ye(0, l)“.’ jd 
(1.1) 
where J = { jlxj or Xj appears in a term of f containing x0}. The maximizing 
.fl(X 1 ,..., x,_~)=!J’~(x~ ,..., x,-l)+hl(xl,... ,x,-~) is equivalent to maximizing f: 
Note that in general, the computation of Yl is not polynomial. (For details see [3].) 
2.3. The relationship 
Let G be an unweighted graph and a0 be an arbitrary vertex of G, 
N(uo)= {a,, . . . ,a,> and u~+~, . . . , unel be the remaining vertices of G. By struction, 
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one can obtain the pBff” and the pBff”, as defined above. We shall construct 
a posiform fi with the BA such that f’; =fi + 1. For this purpose, we construct 
another posiform fb which also has G as its conflict graph. fb is obtained by the 
following: to the vertex a, associate the variable x,, and to every vertex in N(ae) 
associate the variable X,,. Repeat the process with the graph G-u,,. Then 
fb=Xg+Xg ~ Ti+ “Al Ti, 
i=l i=p+l 
(1.2) 
where Ti = Xi njshi*(i) 2.. Applying the BA step tofb to eliminate X0, yields , 
Thusg,(xr,...,x,)=-l+& Ti. Since each Ti has value 0 or 1, gr can be treated as 
a function of Boolean variables T, , T,, . . . , T,. Then using (1.1) and the fact that g1 >O 
iff two or more of the T;s are nonzero at a particular y in (0, l}“, we see that 
Yl(Xl, . ..> xp)= i (j- 1) 1 T;’ ... T;, (1.3) 
j=2 VT, 
where rj= {y E (0, l}” and 171 =j}. Then 
n-l 
f;=Y,(x,,... yxp)+l+ C Ti. 
i=p+l 
We will show in Proposition 2.2 that iffb is given as in (1.2), then the BA step is 
equivalent to the struction step. Notice that after one BA step, f! does not necessarily 
have the nice structure of (1.2). But one can find a pBf f* having this property such the 
maxf * = maxfi and f * has the same conflict graph as fi . But in this case f * might 
have more variables than fi . 
Lemma 2.1. Let x1, x2, . . . ,xp be (0, l} variables. Then 
f (j-1) C x’; ...xyp”= i (-l)jCxi, ...xi,, 
j=2 wrj j=2 11 
where rj= {y E (0, l}p so that IyI =j} and the set zj consists ofall j-tuples (iI,. . . , ij)from 
(1,2,..., p} with il < ... <ii. 
Proof. By replacing Xi with 1 -x1 and simplifying, we obtain 
&j-l)Cy- 
j=2 Fri 
“X~=~~j-li~~-~~k+j(:)CXi,“‘Xi.. 
j=2 k=j Q 
Switching the order of summation, we get 
j=2 Fr; 
x:...-x;=f:(-l)“Cxi,...xik~(-l)‘(i-l)(~). 
k=Z i. j=2 
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But 
k 
c 
(- l)‘(j- 1) ; 
0 
=l Vk>2. 0 
j=Z 
Proposition 2.2. 
f!-l=f”l. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
Y,(Xi, ... ,Xp)=X1 ‘.‘X,-l + 5 Ti. 
i=l 
By DeMorgan’s laws Ti = Xi + CjsN*(i) Xj, where “ + ” is the Boolean sum, so that _ - 
T, T, . . . Tp=XIXz . . . X,,. Then, using Lemma 2.1 and Eq. (1.3), 
xlxl...xp-l+ f +T,... F,-l+ i Ti 
i=l i=l 
=(l-Ti)..‘(l-T,)-1+ i Ti 
i=l 
=j$z(i-l) c T:‘... T’p’ 
Frj 
where rj and rj are as defined in Lemma 2.1. 0 
3. The weighted case 
We will suppose that a graph G has a set of vertices {a,, a,, . . . , a,_ I ) and positive 
weights {w,,,wr, . . . , w,_ 1} on these vertices. In [S], the general struction is extended 
to weighted graphs. The idea is to choose a vertex a0 such that w,<wi for all 
iEN(O)={ar, . ..) u,}. Then the struction step will produce a graph Gi such that the 
vertices of Gi are those of G along with some additional new vertices aij (defined as in 
the unweighted case); the weights of the new vertices aij are wo, the ones of ai are 
wi- w0 for all i E N(0) and the remaining vertices are unchanged. The edges of Gi are 
obtained by taking the subgraph generated by {ai, . . . , a,_ 1} and by linking the new 
nodes uij according to the same rule as in the unweighted case. Then it is easy to see 
that a,(G’)=cc,(G)-w,. This struction method has the advantage that it is simple to 
implement and has a nice graphical interpretation. The main drawback of this 
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procedure is that the number of vertices will generally not decrease after a step of the 
algorithm. To overcome this problem, the BA suggests another extension of struction 
to the weighted case. We shall call this procedure a revised weighted struction. 
Unfortunately, this version of struction at this point only has a nice graphical 
interpretation in the special case of claw-free graphs (i.e. a graph that does not contain 
K1,3 as an induced subgraph) 
3.1. The revised weighted struction 
We consider a vertex a0 with we 2 wi for all i EN(O). Suppose that IN(O)1 =p. Then, 
just as in the unweighted case, we obtain a posiform associated to the graph: 
fb=Xo 
( 
-Wwo+ ~ Wit +WO+ “~’ wiTi, 
i=l ) i=p+l 
where Ti is defined as before. Consider the following pBf F(k) recursively defined for 
values of k such that 2 d k d p: 
k-l i-l 
F(k)=F(k-l)+ C (Wi+Wk-Wg)TiTk n Fj 
i=l j=l 
+r<(Wo-“‘J{ TT/clG Fj(tr$l KmEl Fm)}. 
We will show in Section 3.2 that maximizing f” is equivalent to maximizing 
F(P)+wo+C;z;+, WiTi. If wi+ wj- ~0 20 for all i and j, then F(p) has all positive 
coefficients so that we can obtain the desired new graph G’ by removing vertex a0 and 
its neighbors, adding the conflict graph associated with F(p), and joining every new 
vertex associated with this graph to the old vertices according to the rule described for 
the struction in the unweighted case. 
When all of the coefficients Wi are equal to 1, this reduces exactly to the unweighted 
case described above. The technical details of this procedure follow. 
3.2. The relationship 
This part is devoted to the proof of the equivalence between Y, and F(p). 
Proposition 3.1. Y1(x1,x2, . . . , xp) = F( p) if w1 + wj - w. > 0 for all nonadjacent pairs 
i and j with i #j and wo>wi for all i= 1, . . . ,p. 
Proof. fb=Xg(-wg+C~=)=lwiTi)+wo+Cl_pl+lwiTi, Since wo>Wi for all i=l,...,P, 
then 
Y1(x1rx2, ... ,xP)= i xg(y)TY1’T;... T;, 
j=2 ysG 
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where rj={yE{O, l}P and lrl=j) and g(y)=wlyl+w2y2+ ... +w,y,-~0. We will 
prove the result by induction on p. 
Case 1: p=2. Then Y,(x,,x2)=(w1+w2-w,,)T1T2=F(2). 
Case 2: p=k+l. Then ~I(xl,xz,...,xp)=~k+l~l(xl,x*,...,xk)+~k+l~l 
(X1,&..., Xk)+wk+1Tk+1(C5=1Cye~T’i;tTY22 .“TI”)+T,+,Cf=,(Wi-~g)Tinj=:Tjn:=i+1 
Tj. Now we use the three facts 
5 CT;TY; . ..T.=l_TT,T,...T kt 
j= 1 ys5 
- 
Tk+l+Tk+~=lr 
- - 
T1 T2 ... T,=l- 5 Ti’fiFj 
i=l j=l 
as in [S] to get 
~l(Xl,XZ,... ,xk+l)= YI(~I,%, . . ..xk)+wk+lTk+l 
+Tk+li~lCwi-w,)T’ff~j fi Tj 
j=l j=i+l 
=F(k)+Tk+l i(Wi-wo)Ti’;?J+ iWk+lTi'zFj 
i=l j= 1 i=l j=l 
+ ~ (wg-wi)T,*~ rj i Tj ‘I$ Fm 
i=Z j=l j=i+l m=i+l 
=F(k+l). 0 
When G is a claw-free graph, the revised weighted struction performs the following 
reduction on the graph: the new graph G’ is obtained by ignoring the weights and 
applying struction for the unweighted case described previously. The new vertices 
aij will have weight wi + wj - ~0 if wi + Wj - ~0 > 0. If wi + wj - ~0 < 0 the new vertex 
aij is removed. The remaining vertices will have the same weight as in G. This can be 
seen by computing F(p). Notice that the claw-freeness implies that for all 
i,jE{l,..., p} with TjTp # 0 and TiTp # 0 then TiTj=O ( that is the vertices i and j are 
linked). Furthermore, since any TiTj will appear only once, then if wi + wj - w0 < 0 the 
term TiTj will not be considered. Hence F(p) reduces to 
where the sum is over all pairs (i, j) with i, jE{l,...,p} and i< j, Wi+Wj-Wo>O and 
vertices i and j not adjacent in G. 
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3.3. Some extensions 
Finally, we list other reductions (described in [S] for the unweighted case) that can 
be used in the weighted case. The proofs are omitted since they are easily obtained 
with the BA. 
A vertex x is simplicial if N(x) is a clique. 
Reduction RZ. If there exists a simplicial vertex a0 of weight we, then 
G’=G-~,-{~~EN(u~) such that wj<wo}. For all ajEN(ao) with wj>wo, the 
weight is changed to Wj- w0 and the remaining weights are unchanged. Then 
cc,(G’)=cc,(G)-w,. 
Reduction R2. If there exists vertices al, az with [al,az] in G and N(a,)-{al} 2 
NM- {az>, then 
(i) If w12wz, then a,(G-az)=cc,(G). 
(ii) If w2>w1 and G is claw-free with w2-w,>wl, where w,,,=max{wj)j c N(a2) 
N(ul)-a,}, then cc,(G-al)=a,(G). 
Notice that Rl was already used in [6] to prove that the problem of finding the 
maximum weighted stable set in chordal graphs (i.e. graphs for which the cycles of 
length greater than three have a chord) can be solved in polynomial time (see also 
[1,7] for the unweighted case). 
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